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ABSTRACT

Energy gap and electric conductivity of Sb doped samples was investigated. Thin films of amorphous silicon (a-Si) were prepared and doping by thermal evaporation under high vacuum condition (10^{-6} torr). The influence of doping with (Sb) of various percentages within the range (0-3.5)\% on the electrical conductivity (\sigma_{RT}), carriers concentration (n) and optical energy gap (E_g) were studied. The temperature dependence conductivity for pure and various percentage doping with (Sb) of (a-Si) recorded within the range (303-503)K consist of two conduction regions within the temperature range (303-393)K and (393-503)K.

From the absorbance spectrum and electrical measurements. It is found that (E_g) decreases from 1.22eV to 0.92eV when the percentages doping with Sb increases from (0-3)\% but it increases to 0.96eV at 3.5\% Sb while the electrical conductivity (\sigma_{RT}) and carriers concentration (n) increases from 0.898\times10^{-4}\ (\Omega.cm)^{-1} to 2.95\times10^{-3}\ (\Omega.cm)^{-1} and (0.602\times10^{21}\ m^3)^{-1} to (2.95\times10^{21}\ m^3)^{-1} (\Omega.cm)\ and (n) increases from (0.602\times10^{21}\ m^3) to 16.53\times10^{-21}\ m^3 but it decreases to 13.52\times10^{-21}\ m^3 with 3.5\% Sb respectively.

INTRODUCTION

There is no doubt that the control of the electrical properties of crystalline semiconductor achieved by substitutional doping has been one of most significant factors in the development of semiconductor physics and of solid state electronics. evidently a similar systematic control of properties of amorphous semiconductors would be invaluable for electrical investigation of these materials and could also open up important new fields of applications[1]. There are many similar ities between properties of amorphous and crystalline semiconductors [2].
The (a-Si) has been the subject of many investigations on disorder system over the past 15 years (a-Si). Film generated made by different techniques contain a large density of states in the dangling bond and resulting large density of states in the energy gap makes it very difficult to move the Fermi level [3,4]. The density of localized states which is know play very important part in the conduction processes of these materials at room temperature and influence in the electrical and optical characteristic of these material [5]. Spear and Le Comber [4] have observed that glow discharged produce (a-Si) possessed a relatively low density of gap state as compared to sputtered or evaporated film. It's now clear that these films are actually a amorphouse silicon alloy and currently refered to as hydrogenated amorphouse silicon. The density of states in the energy gap of (a – Si :H) is relatively low density of state , and thus the Fermi level can be removed with respect to the band edge by adding a small quantities of certain dopant such as boron , phosphor , arsenic ,erbium and antimony (Sb) [4,6,7]. Therefore the properties of (a-Si :H)are not a unique but depend on the preparation conditions as well as on the impurities [6]. This means that the presence of hydrogen is of key importance for the doping of (a-Si) and (a-Ge) [8]. To characterized semiconductor materials knowledge of the type and concentration carriers is necessary in device materials , usually the doping agent and therefore the carrier type is known . Different doping elements have different influence on the mobility and carrier concentration, specially in the case of heavy dopent,[9].

The electrical conductivity of thin film ($\sigma$) varies with temperature according to the Arrhenius realtion[10][11]:

$$\sigma = \sigma_o \exp\left(-\frac{\Delta E}{KT}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where $\sigma_o$ is a parameter depend on the semiconductor nature , K is boltzman constant and $\Delta E$ is the thermal activation energy .

The carrier density (n) calculated from the relation [12]:

$$n = \frac{r}{R e}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where the scattering factor r is close to the unity and R is Hall coeffiecient combine with measurement of conductivity and e is the electric charge .This yields the well – known equation for the Hall mobility ($\mu_H$) [12]:

$$\mu_H = \frac{R e}{\sigma}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

In the high obsorption region from which the optical band gap is determined .the obsotion is characterized by Tauc relation [13][11]:

$$\alpha h \nu = B(h \nu - E_{optical})^n$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)
Where $h\nu$, $E_{optical}$ and B denoted the photon energy, the optical energy gap and band tailing parameter respectively.

$n = 1/2$ for a direct allowed transition, $n = 3/2$ for a direct forbidden transition, $n=2$ for an indirect allowed transition and $n=3$ for an indirect forbidden transition [13].

In the present work we have studied the effect of doping with (Sb) on the electrical conductivity, carrier concentration and optical energy gap ($E_g$) of (a-Si) prepared by thermal evaporation.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Amorphous silicon (a-Si) films were prepared by evaporation of silicon material (from Balzer company with high purity) from tungsten boat at room temperature substrate, while the doping were performed also by evaporation of antimony (Sb) from second boat. Diffusion process with a temperature (473-500) K for one hour, the time required for diffused the (Sb) atoms inside the amorphous silicon films.

Deposition was carried by vacuume system (type Edwards, E 306Å) at $(4-2) \times 10^{-6}$ torr. Thickness of (a-Si) Films $(4000 \pm 200)$ Å were measured by using a multible beam interferometer method. The films prepared under deposition rate $(5 \text{ Å/sec})$. Electrical measurement were made on film deposited on a glass substrates at varies temperature with aluminum electrodes prepared by evaporation. Electrical connection were attached with silver paste and then the sample were mounted in oven.

We used power supply PE 1540 Dc 40-3 A, Ketthly 616 digital electrometer, Digital thermometer $(273-737)$K and electrical oven for DC conductivity measurement.

Measurement of temperature dependence were carried out in the temperature range $(303-503)$ K. From the slope of $Ln(\sigma)$ vs. $1000/T$ dependence the values of $\Delta E$ were calculated using equation (1). From Hall effect measurement we know the type of the film (P or n type), and calculate the carrier concentration($n$) and Hall mobility($\mu$) by applying equation (2), (3).

For optical measurement we used the device type Perken-Elmer Lambda Uv/Vis/NIR spectrometer for obtain the change in the absorbance (A) of films as a function of wavelength. The optical energy gap obtaine by using equation (4) (from plotting between $(ah\nu)^{1/2}$ against $h\nu$, (the optical energy gap ($E_g$) determined by the intercept of the extrapolation with the photon energy axes($(ah\nu)^{1/2} \to 0$).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results of our measurements of electrical conductivity and optical energy gap at room temperature as a function of doping percentages are summarized in the figures (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) and table 1. In figure 1 the temperature dependence of electrical conductivity for pure (a-Si) and doped with 3% Sb in a temperature range (303-503)K. Fig.1 shows two regions in the temperature range (303-393)K and (393-503)K. The curve are shifted to higher values of conductivity with increasing the percentages of doping with 3% Sb (see table 1). In the temperature range (393-503)K the conductivity is due to the transmission of carriers in the extended states above the mobility edge while in the range (303-393)K the conductivity is due to the excitation of carriers to the extended states near the bands edge.

The effect of doping percentage on (\(\sigma_{RT}\)) and activation energy (\(E_a\)) are summarized in figures 2 and 3. The electrical conductivity (\(\sigma_{RT}\)) increases from \(0.898 \times 10^{-4} \text{(Ω.cm)}^{-1}\) to \(27.5 \times 10^{-4} \text{(Ω.cm)}^{-1}\) as the doping percentages increases from (0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0)% Sb. But at 3.5% Sb, \(\sigma_{RT}\) decreases to \(19.9 \times 10^{-4} \text{(Ω.cm)}^{-1}\), all these results are listed in table 1. From figure 3 we see that the activation energy (\(E_a\)) decreases from 0.31 eV to 0.138 eV as the doping percentages increases from (0, 0.5, 1.0, ..., 3.0)% Sb (\(\Delta T = (303-393)K\)) but at 3.5% Sb the activation energy increases to 0.152 eV while at (\(\Delta T = (393-503)K\)) the activation energy (\(E_a\)) decreases from 0.41 eV to 0.24 eV for the same percentages of the doping. But at 3.5% Sb the activation energy increases to 0.345 eV.
The Hall measurement show that the films p-type before doping and becomes n-type after doping with Sb. Figures 4 and 5 show the effect of doping on the carrier density and carrier mobility respectively. From fig.4 we see that the carrier density \((n)\) increase from \(0.602 \times 10^{21} \text{ m}^{-3}\) to \(16.53 \times 10^{21} \text{ m}^{-3}\) as the doping percentages increase from (0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, …3)% Sb but it decreases to \(13.52 \times 10^{21} \text{ m}^{-3}\) at 3.5% Sb. From fig.5 we shows that carriers mobility \((\mu)\) are variable between decreasing and increasing at the doping percentages from (0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, …3) %Sb.
For optical measurements, fig. 6 shows that the absorption edge of a pure (a-Si) and doped with 3% Sb, are shifted to the lower energies of incident radiation with increasing doping percentages (all the results are given in table 1). The optical energy gap $E_g$ decreases from 1.22eV to 0.92eV as the doping percentages increases from (0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, ..., 3)% Sb while it increase to 0.96eV at 3.5% Sb as shown in fig. 7.
The interpretations of results in table 1 and the figures are:

According to Mott and Devis the width of mobility edge depends on the degree of disorder and defects presents in the amorphous structure. In amorphous solids like (a-Si) un saturated bonds are responsible for the formation of these defects. Such defects produce localized states in the forbidden gap. At low percentages of doping the electrical conductivity increases because of the joining of the doping atoms with the original atoms inside the lattice and this leads to the saturation of the dangling bonds and vacancies. Consequently the activation energy decreases. The increase of the impurity to 3% Sb make a donor levels located in the forbidden band which leads to an increase in the electrical conductivity, carrier density (n) and decrease in the activation energy. When we have more than 3% Sb (i.e 3.5% Sb), the electrical conductivity, carrier density decreases, and activation energy increases because a new defects have formed inside the film and this is the cause of new dangling bond through localized state inside the gap fig.(2,3,4)[14,10,15].

For optical measurement fig.(6,7) as well as the addition of Sb in the structure of (a–Si) cause a deeper band tails extended in the gap and thereby leading to decrease in the value of optical band gap fig.(6,7). The decrease of optical band gap with increasing of Sb percentage to 3% Sb may also be related to the increase number of (Si-Sb) and (Sb-Sb) bonds and decrease of (Si-Si) bond. The strength of (Si-Si) bonds is lower as compare to (Si-Si) bonds so the optical absorption edge shifted toward higher values of wavelength with the addition of Sb. Antimony (Sb) enter the structure of (a-Si) and leading to modification of network. Further the optical band gap is strongly dependent on the fractional concentration of Sb atoms. This may be due to the tendency of Sb atoms to create localized states in the forbidden gap leading to lower optical band gap (Eg)[13,15,16].

Table -1: Summary of calculation of (a-Si) and doped (a-Si) with Sb.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Doping percentage</th>
<th>(\sigma_{RT}\times10^{-4})</th>
<th>(E_{a1}) eV</th>
<th>(E_{a2}) eV</th>
<th>(n_{12}\times10^{21}) m(^{-3})</th>
<th>(\mu\times10^{6})</th>
<th>(E_{g}) eV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.898</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.414</td>
<td>0.602</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.001</td>
<td>0.276</td>
<td>0.396</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>0.467</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.386</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>0.439</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.797</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>11.71</td>
<td>0.826</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>16.53</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusions
- optical transmission is used to calculate the energy gap of (a-Si) as a function of doping percentage
- it is found that the electrical conductivity, activation energy and optical energy gap of (a-Si) film depend on Sb doping percentage.
- The higher value of electrical conductivity and the lower values of the activation energy and optical energy gap of (a-Si) are obtained at 3% Sb doping.
- The (a-Si) film is p-type before doping with Sb and becomes n-type after doping.
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